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Only in the last twenty-five years have linguists taken a serious
look at the Miami-Illinois language, and only in the last twelve years has the
nature of the language come into excellent focus with the work of David J.
Costa. This growth in understanding, enhanced by the Miami's own
language revitalization program, naturally spills over into areas such as the
Midwestern onomastic on, which, because of the caprice of history, is strewn
with Miami-Illinois names. These include such notables as Illinois, Chicago,
Wabash, Kankakee, and the name of the big river itself, Mississippi. The
author of the present article, an Algonquian linguist, has completed a
comprehensive historical and linguistic study of American Indian
placenames in Indiana and is currently working on a similar study of those
in Illinois. This paper is a fresh look at "Missouri," that beloved old Miami-
Illinois language placename for the state just across the big river. It is
dedicated to the memory of Dr. Donald M. Lance, the Missouri placename
specialist, for whom I served as an Algonquian language consultant starting
in the year 2000.

The great Iroquoian linguist Floyd Lounsbury laid out
very ·important guidelines for analyzing American Indian
placenames.1 One of several things that the researcher must do
is determine when a placename was first written down, when
it became a historical fact. In this regard, the placename
"Missouri" is a very special case indeed. Therefore, a
comprehensive understanding of this term requires
understanding the historical setting in which it first turned up.

In 1984, waterline surveyors working north of
Wayland in Clark County, northeastern Missouri, stumbled
upon the remains of a large contact-era Indian village.2

Located near the Des Moines River not far from Keokuk, Iowa,
this site has since been identified by archaeologists as the
historically famous village of the Peoria, an Illinois-speaking
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group, visited by the French explorers Father Jacques
Marquette and Louis Jolliet on 25-26 June 1673 during their
epic voyage through the middle Mississippi Valley.

A review of American history books and articles from
the 1900s indicates that throughout most of that century there
was uncertainty as to what western tributary of the
Mississippi the Peoria were actually living on when Marquette
and Jolliet found them. The Iowa River appears to have been
the preferred candidate for the location of this event.3
However, not only do the native and French artifacts
recovered from the Clark County site, including European
trade beads and a Jesuit ring, support the notion that the
Marquette-Jolliet Peoria village was located on the Des Moines
River, the historical cartographic evidence demonstrates
unequivocally, and in more than one way, that this locale was
on the Des Moines.

The early French after the time of Marquette certainly
never forgot which river it was on. They even dubbed the
stream "la riviere de Moingoana," "de Moingoana" being the
origin of the modem placename "Des Moines". In talking with
the Peoria, Marquette had learned of another tribe of Illinois
speakers, living directly upstream from the Peoria, whose
name appears on his Mississippi voyage map in the form
<MOING8ENA>4 (The letter 8 stands here for the sound w).
Indeed, the cartographic history of this placename shows
mapmakers were familiar with the Jolliet-inspired maps of the
Mississippi voyage rather than with Marquette's journal.
Otherwise, they would likely have termed the stream *lariviere
des Pe8areas (*River of the Peoria). The cartographic history of
this stream also evidences an unbroken chain of development
leading from the original French hydronym to the English one.
"Des Moines," which translates literally from the French to "of
the monks," is a folk-etymology. There were no monks.
Chronologically, the river appears in history as Riviere de
Moingoana, Le Moingona, R. Moingana, Riviere du Moins, River
des Moines, River de Moin, Le Moin River, rive des Moins.5 As
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suggested by the evidence above, the person responsible for
twisting the original placename into its modern shape seems
to have been the bilingual British lieutenant Thomas Hutchins,
in the mid-eighteenth century, who wrote Riviere du Moins.
The Peoria, who gave Marquette the name for their Illinois-
speaking neighbors, must have had an immense sense of
humor as <MOING8ENA>, which represents Miami-Illinois
mooyiinkweena, means IIshit face," from mooy- 'shit, excrement',
-iinkwee- 'face', and -na, the independent animate indefinite
actor suffix.6 In truth, this use of mooyiinkweena by the Peoria
can be none other than a nickname of sorts-a clever, crass
joke. One must therefore give them credit for creating one of
the most successful and far-reaching practical jokes of all time.
Later French cartographers and explorers simply used this
particular ethnonym rather than the Peoria's name to
designate the Des Moines River since both tribe names appear
on the earliest French maps depicting this stream.

It seems odd from today's vantage point that the Des
Moines River was not recognized as the Peoria's river at least
by the 1940s. By that time, through the study of Marquette's
map of his Mississippi journey, scholars had come to notice
Marquette's technically superior cartographic skills.7

Therefore, it is not clear why they did not recognize the Des
Moines River as the stream along which the Peoria were living
when Marquette visited them. The Des Moines River would
have jumped off the paper into their laps if they had simply
placed his map alongside later historical or even modern
charts.8

The Marquette map itself has an additional and
relevant point to make concerning the Peoria's location on the
Des Moines River. While the missionary-explorer embellished
the entire unfettered course of the Mississippi on his chart
with tiny dots, he intentionally underscored the location of
rapids in the great river with miniscule horizontal lines,
notations that have until now remained undetected. In fact,
the lines on his map indicating the presence of rapids near the
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mouth of the river on which the Peoria resided at the time of
his visit represent none other than the historically famous Des
Moines Rapids. These rapids were located in the Mississippi
near the confluence of the two rivers but now lie beneath the
waters gathered by the Keokuk dam.

Overall, the Marquette map is an exquisite piece of
early cartography in that it is not only technically excellent,
but also it states just the bare facts. It shows only what the
explorer saw or already knew. It does not portray any
superfluous, imaginary tributaries falling into the rivers that
Marquette passed, although it does show the western
tributaries of Lake Michigan which he did in fact see on his
return to Green Bay from the Mississippi. In a nutshell, the
fabled Mississippi voyage of French discovery by canoe
started at St. Ignace at Michilimakinac, proceeded to Green
Bay, then ascended the Fox River to the Miami-Mascouten
town near present-day Berlin, Wisconsin. There the
Frenchmen enjoined the services of two Miami men, since
Marquette spoke Miami-Illinois but not Mascouten. These two
Miami then led Marquette, Jolliet, and their assistants to the
Fox River-Wisconsin River portage, at which point the French
party was left to its own devices. From there the explorers
descended the Wisconsin to the Mississippi, and the
Mississippi to the Arkansas. They then ascended the
Mississippi to the Illinois and followed the Illinois River to
Chicago. Coming out of the Chicago River at Lake Michigan
they paddled up the west coast of the Great Lake to the Door
Peninsula, which they portaged to reach Green Bay and the
Jesuit mission there. Twenty-seven years after Marquette's
voyage on the Mississippi, Penicault went up the big river
with the Le Moyne brothers-Pierre and Jean-Baptiste, Sieur
d'Iberville and Sieur de Bienville respectively-and discussed
the rapids located at the confluence of the Mississippi and the
Des Moines River. The French traveler noted that they had
caused his party "much fatigue," that they were interspersed
with waterfalls, and that they were fourteen leagues in length
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overall (about 35 miles). In describing the Mississippi as his
party ascended it from the the mouth of the Des Moines River,
Penicault counted seven leagues of rapids (about 17.5 miles)
interspersed with waterfalls, followed by seven leagues of
calm water, and then seven additional leagues of rapids. Of
course, Penicault also called the tributary entering the
Mississippi at the rapids Riviere de Moingona.9

In light of the above, it is now possible to gain insight
into the thoughts and actions of the seven French explorers of
the Marquette-Jolliet expedition team just after the summer
solstice of 1673, during this the first descent by Europeans of
the middle Mississippi valley. Traveling down the Mississippi
and having maneuvered their two canoes through these long,
grueling rapids, the men suddenly noticed on their right the
mouth of the Des Moines River. The sighting of this stream
was a significant moment in their already protracted journey,
for this was the first major western tributary of the Mississippi
they had encountered since entering the Mississippi from the
Wisconsin. Thus, it was a combination of fatigue from
negotiating the demanding Des Moines Rapids and sheer
curiosi ty in the face of this newfound tribu tary of the
Mississippi that induced the travelers to disembark at this
point.

Thanks to Marquette's narration of the voyage,
historians have long been aware that upon reaching the
western bank of the Mississippi the explorers noticed human
footprints on the water's edge and a path leading northwest
up the Des Moines. This particular discovery was an equally
meaningful event. After separating from their two Miami
guides at the Fox River-Wisconsin River portage, the seven
Frenchmen had traveled more than seven hundred miles by
canoe without seeing the first sign of other humans, although
they were fully aware that Illinois-speaking bands were
somewhere in the general vicinity of the central Mississippi
valley. So, while ignorant of the identity of whomever they
might encounter if they followed those footprints, the intrepid
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Marquette, who, as noted, spoke Illinois, and his good friend
Jolliet left the five others with the canoes at the confluence of
the Mississippi and Des Moines rivers to await their return
and set off by themselves on foot up the latter stream. Of
course, the path they took on June 25, 1673, eventually led to
the Peoria village mentioned above and right into the annals
of history. Also, in less than thirty hours after their arrival, the
name "Missouri" was inscribed in those same annals for the
very first time.10

In the winter of 1673-1674,after he had returned from
the Mississippi and was living at the St. Fran~ois Xavier
mission at the southern end of Green Bay, Marquette drew
two identical maps of his Mississippi journey, one of which,
reproduced for this article, has survived. On this map he
indicates the names of various nations living in the general
vicinity of the Peoria village. Since these tribe names are in the
Illinois language and describe the Peoria's neighbors,
Marquette no doubt got them at the Illinois-speaking Peoria
village. One of the ethnonyms he wrote down that was new to
the French was <8EMESS8RIT>.This spelling represents the
earliest recorded form of the name of the Siouan-speaking
tribe known later as the Missouri or the Missouri Indians,
whose name in Illinois would become in time the state name
"Missouri." In <SEMESSSRIT>the first S stands for the sound
wand the second 8 for -00-. Marquette's double-s is the way
that French Jesuits among the Illinois typically wrote
preaspirated -hs-. Marquette should have written
.*SEMESS8RITAsince there actually was a final -a sound on
this name. It shows up, for example, in the historical
recordings <Emissourita> and <Missourita> done respectively
by Henri de Tonty, the explorer Rene de La Salle's right-hand
man, and by Pierre Charles de Liette, a younger relative of
Tonty. Both could speak some Illinois.ll But Marquette can be
forgiven for failing to hear the final -a since final Illinois short -
a in this particular context was naturally devoiced
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(whispered), and he had only been studying the language for
two years.

The actual shape of the Illinois language ethnonym
<8EMESS8RIT>is optionally weemeehsoorita and weemihsoorita,
meaning "one who boats," "one who has a boat." The Illinois
Indians' name for the Missouri Indians indicates that the
former were impressed by the latter's boats. Grammatically
speaking, this Illinois term is a participle. Note, however, that
in Illinois grammar "participle" does not correspond to
English participles, in other words to verb forms ending in -
ing or -ed. The term is used in Illinois syntax to describe a
class of verbs that commonly show up in dependent clauses.12

The participle is a grammatical form that was employed in this
language for, among other things, both tribe and personal
names. Among Indiana placenames we find Lake Wawasee,
where Wawasee is a corruption of the participle waawiyasita
'one who is round'. This was the name of a historic Miami
leader who lived in the vicinity of this lake. The plural form of
the ethnonym weemihsoorita, though apparently unattested,
would be weemihsooriciki, where c stands for the sound written
ch in English" child."

The first <-E-> of Marquette's <8EMESS8RIT>, in
contradistinction to the <-i-> in Tonty's and De Liette's
spellings, represents dialectal variation; both sounds are
expected. In Marquette's case, the original first syllable i of
mihsoori 'canoe', when possessed, goes to e, as expected. Next,
since it is now a vowel in a strong position, it lengthens. The
sound is subsequently reanalyzed as a long vowel, because of
this position, and when it takes a long vowel before it, as for
example in the case of -ee- in weemeehsoorita, a verb of
possession derived from a noun, it remains generalized as a
long vowel. This kind of change only takes place within the
context of morphological alternation. In other words, it never
occurs word-internally, in which case it would not be subject
to morphological alternation-and the predicted sound laws
would occur without exception.13 The morphophonemic-or
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elemental-breakdown of weemeehsoorita - weemihsoorita is
Iwi-mihs-oor-i-t-a I third-person possessive prefix-'big'-
'watercraft' - inanimate noun suffix-third person animate
intransitive participle marker-third person animate
intransitive participle ending. In the Illinois language mihsoori,
meaning literally "big-boat," is the generic term for" canoe".

The initial <8E-> of Marquette's spelling represents
wee-, the ablauted form of the third person possessive suffix
Wi_.14 The ablaut, or "initial change," from wi- to wee- is
triggered by the syntax of the term, in other words, because it
is a participle. As mentioned above, in Illinois a participle is a
form of a dependent verb, and dependent verbs are the kind of
verbs that undergo initial-syllable ablaut.Is The <8E-> of
Marqu'ette's term is not an ethnonymic prefix as some might
assume. In Illinois, the ethnonymic prefix is a-, not wi-, and it
is actually rarely attested since initial short a-, being in a weak
syllable, drops in everyday speech. For example, Illinois
phonemic acipwia 'Ojibwa' is commonly pronounced Icfpwia].

The simplification in French of Marquette's
<8EMESS8RIT>,the spelling of the original Illinois-language
name for the Missouri Indians, took less that two years to
accomplish. In 1675, Jolliet had the name inscribed on a map
drawn for him in Quebec that year by Jean-Baptiste-Louis
Franquelin. There we see an already shortened <Mess8ni>,
which is a miscopied *Mess8ri, where original r was misread
as n.16 However, the shortening of weemeehsoorita is expected
since French traders and soldiers in the middle Mississippi
valley in the late seventeenth and throughout most of the
eighteenth century were well aware of the Illinois word for
"canoe," mihsoori, and this three-syllable term was no doubt
easier to say than the original five-syllable weemeehsoorita.

The modern spelling "Missouri," the form that would
become in time the name of the state, is itself quite old. Its first
appearance seems to be on the map Franquelin and Jolliet
designed in Quebec in 1678. Here we see the form <Miss8ri>,
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where the letter 8 stands for standard French orthographic -
ou-, giving us "Missouri".17
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